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In-cylinder visualization using optically accessible engines has been an important tool

for the detailed analysis of the in-cylinder phenomena of internal combustion engines. It is also essential

for validating the accuracy of 3-dimensional numerical simulations. Most current optically accessible engines

are recognized as being limited in terms of their speed and load, however, because of the fragility of certain

components such as the transparent windows, as well as the inertia force arising from the heavy elongated

piston. To overcome these speed and load restrictions, we developed a new generation of optically accessible

engines which extend the operating range up to speeds of 6000 rpm for the spark-ignition (SI) engine version,

and up to in-cylinder pressures of 20 MPa for the compression-ignition (CI) engine version. To compensate

for the inertia force associated with the elongated piston, we used two opposing balancing pistons, in a

perfectly balanced configuration.

This paper describes the features of the newly developed optically accessible engines and provides some

examples of in-cylinder visualization. One example is a visualization of the flame propagation in SI

combustion at 5000 rpm. Another is a CO laser induced fluorescence (CO-LIF) imaging in diesel combustion

with multiple injections.

Combustion, SI Engine, Diesel Engine, Visualization, LIF, Measurement, 

Flame Propagation, CO

1. Introduction

A precise understanding of in-cylinder phenomena,

such as fuel injection, air-fuel mixing, combustion and

emissions formation, is essential to improving the

combustion process and reducing engine emissions

and fuel consumption. To understand these in-cylinder

phenomena, in-cylinder visualization with optical

access has been an important tool. 

Recently, there has been considerable improvement

in the accuracy of numerical simulation for predicting

in-cylinder pressure and the rate of heat release.

However, the accuracy of simulation still falls short

when attempting to predict NOx, soot, CO, and

unburned hydrocarbon emissions. We thus rely on

in-cylinder visualization for validating our simulation

models, such as the spray break-up model and

combustion model, as well as for adjusting the

parameters of those models. 

The techniques for visualizing in-cylinder

phenomena can be categorized into two types. One is

the use of an end-scope which is inserted into one

cylinder of an actual multi-cylinder engine. The set-up

for this method is relatively easy, although it does

present some disadvantages, such as a narrow field of

view and the distortion of the captured images. The

other method involves the use of an optically

accessible single-cylinder engine with an elongated

piston (Fig. 1). With the basic bottom-view

arrangement, the in-cylinder phenomena can be

observed through a combination of a window mounted

at the top of the elongated piston and a mirror. The

mirror is mounted on the cylinder block, angled at

45 degrees to the vertical. The set-up for this method

involves considerable effort, not least in the

manufacture of the engine and its elongated piston. The

method does, however, offer several advantages,

notably, a wide field of view and images that are not

distorted.

The bottom-view configuration using an elongated

piston was originally developed by Bowditch in 1961

and was used to visualize SI combustion.
(1)

Since then,
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this configuration has been widely used not only for

SI engines, but also for diesel engine analysis, while

the field and direction of view have been extended.
(2-13)

In addition to the bottom-view window, some optically

accessible engines have a transparent cylinder that can

be accessed from the side to observe phenomena which

vary in the vertical direction, or to irradiate the laser

light used in laser diagnostic techniques. 

Laser diagnostic techniques are powerful tools for

visualizing phenomena that cannot be observed by

direct photography methods.
(8-13)

The 2-D distributions

of fuel vapor and NOx, for example, can be visualized

using the planar laser-induced fluorescence (P-LIF)

technique. A thin laser sheet is introduced into the

combustion chamber as an excitation light source for

LIF imaging. To observe a horizontal distribution, in

general, a laser sheet is projected through the

transparent window or cylinder that is mounted just

below the cylinder head. LIF images can thus be

captured through the transparent piston.

Most existing optically accessible single-cylinder

engines are, however, recognized as being limited in

terms of speed and load, because of the fragility of

certain components such as the elongated pistons and

transparent windows. They are limited to speeds of less

than 3000 rpm. There have, nevertheless, been a few

optical single-cylinder engines that can run at high

speeds and/or under high loads. The gasoline engine

developed by Pitcher et al. can run at 5000 rpm without

combustion.
(7,8)

The diesel-type engine developed by

Hotta et al. lets us visualize combustion at high

speeds of 4000 rpm and under high loads (maximum

in-cylinder pressure = 12 MPa).
(6)

However, the operating

ranges of actual gasoline and diesel engines cannot be

duplicated by current optically accessible engines.

To overcome these speed and load restrictions, a new

generation of optically accessible engines was

developed which extends the operating range to

6000 rpm for the SI engine version, and to in-cylinder

pressures of 20 MPa for the CI engine version.
(14)

This paper describes the details and features of

newly developed optically accessible engines and

provides some examples of in-cylinder visualization.

One example is a visualization of the flame

propagation in SI combustion at 5000 rpm. Another

is the CO-LIF imaging in diesel combustion with

multiple injections.
(15,16)

2. Development of  SI Engine Version 

2. 1  Problems That Occur at High Speeds 

The main reason for imposing a speed limit on an

engine is the inertia force created by the heavy

elongated piston, with its wide bottom-view window.

This inertia force increases with the square of the

engine speed. Increasing the speed to over 6000 rpm

leads to the appearance of two new problems. The first

is mechanical damage to the crankshaft. The inertia

force acting on the elongated piston and connecting

rod combine to apply a bending force to the crankshaft.

The second is friction damage to the shaft bearings.

The crankshaft is consistently pushed in the direction

of the connecting rod, thus inducing friction damage

in the shaft bearings.

To overcome these two problems, it is necessary to

increase the mass of the counterweight and so

establish an “overbalance.” The authors increased the

mass-moment of the counterweight to minimize the

bending force and the bearing surface pressure. This

increase in the counterweight mass-moment, however,

results in an imbalance. 

The top-left part of Fig. 2 illustrates a balancing

mechanism that is commonly used in existing optically

accessible single-cylinder engines. Many optical

engines have balancer shafts that rotate symmetrically

to compensate for the vertical inertia force of the
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Fig. 1 The bottom-view type optically accessible single-

cylinder engine with an elongated piston.
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elongated piston and the smaller end of the connecting

rod. Some optical engines only have 1st-order

balancers. Others, which are designed to operate at

high speed, have 2nd-order balancers rotating at twice

the speed of the crankshaft which cancel out the

2nd-order inertia force on the elongated piston. The

horizontal inertia force induced by the centrifugal force

on the larger end of the connecting rod and the

crankshaft is canceled by the counterweight attached

to the crankshaft, while the overbalance rate is

designed to be 0%. The bottom-left part of Fig. 2

shows the results of FEM analysis on a crankshaft with

an overbalance rate of 0%, assuming that it rotates at

a high speed of 8000 rpm, thus introducing a

considerable margin. The inertia force and centrifugal

force acting on the elongated piston and connecting

rod combine to apply a bending force to the crankshaft.

The maximum value of the local stress induced by the

bending force exceeds the limit. On the other hand, this

maximum value can be reduced if the counterweight

mass-moment is increased to establish an overbalance

condition (Fig. 2, bottom-right). Each increment in the

centrifugal force, however, induces an imbalance

(Fig. 2, top-right).

2. 2  Perfect Balance System

The authors set out to devise a new balance system.

A comparison of the boxer type, straight type, etc.

shows that the boxer-twin is the ideal arrangement of

pistons, since the main cylinder and the opposed “sub”

cylinder attain a point-symmetry with respect to the

crank axis in the xz-2D plane and thus compensate for

each other’s inertia force (Fig. 3). This simple boxer-

twin, however, induces a moment in the yz-2D plane

since the sub-cylinder is not on the same straight line

as the main cylinder but is instead shifted back in the

y-direction. 

Therefore, the authors devised the vertically opposed

perfect balance system shown in Fig. 4. The two

Fig. 2 (top-left) The basic balancing mechanism of

optically accessible engines with an elongated

piston and (top-right) an imbalance induced by

overbalance condition with a heavy counter weight.

(bottom) Stress distribution calculated by FEM

(@TDC, 8000 rpm).
Fig. 4 Vertically opposed perfect balance system.

Fig. 3 Imbalance of the boxer-twin type engine.



opposing sub-cylinders are arranged in front of and

behind the main cylinder, with a weight ratio of

“1:2:1.” The resultant of the inertia forces of the two

sub cylinders perfectly compensates for that of the

main cylinder without the emergence of the moment

in the yz-2D plane. In addition, heavy counterweights

with an overbalance rate of over 60% are attached to

both the main and sub cylinders to prevent either

mechanical damage to the crankshaft, or friction

damage to the shaft bearings. Trial operation of a

prototype SI engine version with “metal windows”

instead of transparent glass windows revealed that a

maximum speed of 6000 rpm could be achieved.

Subsequently, we successfully performed in-cylinder

visualization with transparent windows at 5000 rpm.

2. 3  SI Engine Version of Optically Accessible

Single-cylinder Engine

Figure 5 shows a schematic of the combustion

chamber of the SI engine version. Full optical access

to the pent-roof area from the engine side is possible,

because the top of the transparent cylinder is formed

into a highly precise pent-roof shape. This engine has

a bore and stroke of 86 mm × 86 mm. A special

ceramic coating is applied to the inner surface of the

cylinder liner and the upper skirt surface of the

elongated piston and piston ring surface so as to realize

high-speed and long-term operation with no

lubricating oil, allowing the window to remain clean

during imaging. 

3. Development of CI  Engine Version

3. 1  Elongated Piston with New Strucuture

We have also developed a CI version, based on the

SI version. The bore is 86 mm, the same as the SI

version, but the stroke is extended to 96 mm. The

development targets for the CI version were a

maximum speed of 5000 rpm and a maximum

in-cylinder pressure of 20 MPa. The speed target of

5000 rpm was achieved by adopting the same perfect

balance system as that used for the SI version. 

Key to the CI version development was the new

structure of the elongated piston. The left part of

Fig. 6 shows the results of a FEM analysis of the stress

distribution in a conventional elongated piston,

assuming the maximum in-cylinder pressure to be

20 MPa. In this case, the opening in the elongated

piston bulged out to the left and right as a result of the

heavy load on the top of the piston. Thus, stress

concentrations appeared at the upper corners of the

opening and reduced the safety factor to 1.56,

indicating that the piston is not strong enough. For

cyclic loading, we should have a safety factor of at

least 3.0. Therefore, the authors made major

improvements to the shape of the elongated piston and

the 45-degree mirror, shown in Fig. 6 (right). First, the

shape of the 45-degree mirror was minimized, such

that only the center part of the mirror was ultimately

left. Secondly, the length of the opening was shortened

by eliminating the visualization facility around BDC,
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Fig. 5 Schematic of the combustion chamber of the SI

engine version.

Fig. 6 Improvements of elongated piston and 45 degree

mirror.



since in-cylinder visualization is required around TDC

only for diesel combustion analysis. We were thus able

to reduce the total length of the elongated piston.

Furthermore, an egg-shaped opening was devised and

adopted to disperse the stress concentrations at the

upper corners of the opening. As a result, the safety

factor under an in-cylinder pressure of 20 MPa was

increased to 3.7.

3. 2  Improved Optial Access

In the case of a diesel engine with a common-rail

injection system, fuel is injected into the squish area

as well as into the piston cavity in the early pilot or

after the injection stages. To clearly observe the

in-cylinder phenomena from the piston cavity to the

squish area, the authors previously developed an

optically accessible single-cylinder engine that let us

observe the combustion chamber from three directions;

from the bottom, from the top, and from the side.
(13)

The new CI version also features this design, allowing

optical access from three directions (Fig. 7). The

material used for the bottom and top windows is

synthetic sapphire, instead of the synthetic quartz used

conventionally, to resist the high in-cylinder pressure.

The piston cavity of an actual DI diesel engine has a

conical rather than a flat bottom surface. If in-cylinder

visualization is required using the same combustion

chamber, so as to reproduce the flow pattern of the

actual engine, the authors use bottom-view windows

having the shape shown in Fig. 8 (b). If the upper

surface were to be conical and the bottom surface flat

(Fig. 8 (a)), the observed image would be blurred.

Therefore, the lower surface of the window is conical

so as to parallel the upper surface, such that light rays

remain parallel as they pass through the bottom

window. This enables us to apply shadow-graph

visualization from the bottom, and eliminates the

blurring of images. A problem remains, however, in

that the parallel light rays shift inwards when they pass

down through the bottom window. Image-processing

is used to correct this inward shift. The result of

applying the image-processing to a captured image of

full-load diesel combustion is shown in Fig. 9.

4. Visualization of High Speed Direct-injection

Spark-iginition (DISI) Combustion

A visualization of the flame propagation in DISI

combustion at 5000 rpm was performed by using the

SI engine version. There are other methods of

measuring flame propagation in SI combustion under

high-speed conditions other than direct visualization
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Inward Shift  
Blurring of images

No Blurring

(a) (b)

Fig. 8 A bottom view sapphire window  having a pair of

conical shape surfaces.

Fig. 7 Schematic of the combustion chamber of CI engine

version.

(1) Correction of Shift

(2) Elimination of Refracted Image

Fig. 9 Result of applying the image-processing to a

captured image of full load diesel combustion taken

through the bottom-view conical sapphire window.



of the intake valve movement, fuel injection, and

ignition are shown in Fig. 10.

Typical observed side and bottom-view images are

shown in Fig. 11. The results obtained at low engine

speeds (1000 rpm) are also presented for comparison.

At 1000 rpm, the flame propagation is almost uniform

in the intake and exhaust valve directions. In contrast,

the flame propagation is not uniform when the engine

is running at 5000 rpm. The difference in the

uniformity of the flame propagation can be clearly seen

in the bottom-view photographs, shown in Fig. 12. The

shapes of the flames are almost concentric when the

engine is operating at 1000 rpm. At 5000 rpm,

however, the flame propagates more quickly towards

the exhaust valve side. It is thought that this

asymmetric flame propagation can be attributed

mainly to the remnant tumble flow up until TDC, from

the spark plug to the exhaust valves near the cylinder

head surface. There is also the possibility, however,

that the non-homogeneity of the air turbulence and the

air/fuel mixture leads to asymmetric flame
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by a high-speed video camera, such as the ion-current

probe method
(17)

and tomography.
(18)

The former

method measures flame propagation by gathering the

ion currencies detected by multiple probes which are

embedded into the surface of the cylinder head. The

latter method detects chemical luminescence on

multichannel optical paths by using a number of

microfiber sensors implanted into the spark plug or the

cylinder-head gasket. These methods, however, have

a lower spatial resolution and incur complicated data

processing. There is a need, therefore, for a method of

direct visualization using an optically accessible

engine and a high-speed camera.

Flame propagation was directly observed by a high-

speed video camera (Photron FASTCAM SA1.1) from

both the piston side and bottom at an engine speed of

5000 rpm. The frame speed was 20,000 fps. The

engine load was 200 kPa at IMEP and the fuel-air

mixture was stoichiometric. The fuel was directly

injected into the cylinder during the intake stroke by a

DI injector mounted under the intake port. The timings

-15

-10.5

-4.5

TDC

4.5

5000rpm

-14.9

-10.1

-5

TDC

4.9

1000rpm

Fig. 12 The difference in the uniformity of flame

propagation (bottom view).
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Fig. 11 Typical observed side and bottom-view images of

high-speed DISI combustion.
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-320
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-312 Inj. End 
1000rpm
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-372

Fig. 10 The timings of intake valve movement, fuel

injection and ignition.



(X
1Σ+

) to the excited state (B
1Σ+

) by means of

two-photon excitation at a wavelength of 230.1 nm.

Fluorescence from the excited state to the lower-lying

level (A
1Π) at around 483 nm was detected. Figure 13

shows the optical set-up for two-photon excitation

CO-LIF imaging. An excitation laser beam was

introduced into the combustion chamber through a

non-luminescent quartz cylinder and then the CO

fluorescence distribution was measured using an

image-intensified CCD camera through the bottom-view

sapphire window. The biggest hurdle faced in applying

two-photon excitation CO-LIF imaging was the

overlap of the blue color component of the luminous

flame over the weak CO fluorescence. This was solved

by optimizing the viewing direction and applying the

off-line subtraction method. 

Numerical simulations were performed by using

AVL-FIRE, which supports the use of a series

calculation methodology that links the three-

dimensional two-phase nozzle internal flow calculation

with the in-cylinder spray calculation, in order to

improve the accuracy of the spray penetration and the

mixture formation in the cylinder.
(21)

The ECFM-3Z

combustion model was used to calculate the kinetic

oxidation of CO.
(22)

Further details of the CO-LIF imaging and the

numerical simulation were reported in our previous

papers.
(15,16)

5. 3  Validation of Numerical Simulation 

A comparison of the CO distribution as obtained by
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propagation. 

The authors will investigate the factors causing the

asymmetric flame propagation by using the newly

developed optically accessible engine, given that it has

an operating range of up to 6000 rpm. 

5. In-cylinder CO-LIF Imaging in Diesel

Combustion

5. 1  Backgroud: Need for CO-LIF Imaging 

A recent trend in diesel engine development is an

increase in the EGR rate with the goal of lowering the

combustion temperature to reduce NOx emissions,

although this leads to an increase in carbon monoxide

(CO) emissions. There is thus a need to reduce CO

emissions by improving in-cylinder combustion when

the temperature of the diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC)

is lower than its activating temperature. To clarify the

CO emission sources in diesel combustion, there is a

need to detect the timing and location at which the

reaction in the diesel combustion chamber where CO

oxidizes to CO2 stops. The methods available for

identifying this timing and location are laser-induced

fluorescence (LIF) imaging and 3-D numerical

simulation. As mentioned in the introduction, however,

the accuracy of numerical simulation still falls

short when attempting to predict CO emissions. For

example, Ekoto et al. compared in-cylinder LIF

measurements with numerical simulations of low-

temperature combustion.
(19)

The measured distributions

of CO by LIF did not agree with the numerical

simulations in terms of their location in the combustion

chamber. Thus, numerical simulation is currently not

a satisfactory analysis tool.

Therefore, an in-cylinder CO imaging technique

based on two-photon excitation LIF for sooting

combustion was developed. The accuracy of the

numerical simulation was verified by comparing the

results with the values obtained by CO-LIF imaging.

Then, the major sources of CO emissions under low-

and high-load conditions were analyzed using CO-LIF

imaging and CFD simulation. 

5. 2  CO-LIF Imaging Technique and Numerical 

Simulation

Two-photon excitation CO-LIF imaging
(20)

was

applied to the diesel combustion field with a luminous

flame. CO molecules are excited from the ground state
Fig. 13 Optical set-up for two-photon excitation CO-LIF

imaging using an optically accessible engine.



CO-LIF imaging and numerical simulation was done

under low-load conditions in which a large amount of

CO is emitted (Fig. 14). The injection pattern includes

two pilot injections and a main injection. We measured

a vertical cross-section through the cylinder axis and

a horizontal cross-section 10 mm below the cylinder

head. This vertical cross-section is located 15°

downstream in the swirl direction relative to the

spray angle. The imaging timing was 40° ATDC. The

results of the simulation show that there is a dense,

ring-shaped CO gas cloud above the piston cavity. The

results of CO-LIF imaging through the vertical and

the horizontal cross sections show part of this dense,

ring-shaped CO gas cloud, which is indicated by the

dotted line in the vertical cross-section. This

comparison of the CO distribution results shows good

agreement as to the location of the dense CO gas

clouds. 

To further validate the accuracy of the simulation,

another comparison was performed (Fig. 15). The

main injection was removed from the injection pattern

under the low-load condition, leaving only two pilot

injections. The imaging timing was advanced to 30°

ATDC. Two cavity side-wall windows were fitted to

the top of the elongated piston. The excitation laser-beam

was used to sweep from the inside of the piston cavity

to the vicinity of the cylinder head to observe a vertical

cross-section. Regarding the shape and location of the

dense CO gas cloud emitted from the pilot flame

(upper-left side of the dotted line), the CO-LIF image

is in good agreement with the simulation.

As a result of these comparisons, we confirmed the

reliability of the numerical simulation.

5. 4  Analysis of CO Emission Source

The CO emission source under low-load conditions

was analyzed by using CO-LIF imaging, numerical

simulation, and direct photography. The simulation and

the CO-LIF imaging under the conditions without the

main injection show that a large amount of CO was

emitted from the pilot flame. The simulation results

show that the pilot sprays diffuse excessively and form

an over-lean mixture, preventing the local temperature

from reaching the 1500 K that is required for CO

oxidation. Therefore, the oxidation of CO stops,

leaving large amounts of CO in the emissions. 

Under low-load conditions with the main injection,

part of the CO produced by the pilot flames is oxidized

by the hot main flame. Figure 16 shows the results of

simulation from TDC to 40° ATDC with direct

photography of the main flame. The 3-dimensional

figure shows an iso-surface of a CO mass fraction of

5% at 25° ATDC. In the inner region where the main

flame is found, the local temperature rises to over

1500 K and the CO oxidizes completely. Under low-load
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Fig. 15 Comparison of CO distribution between results of

CO-LIF imaging and results of simulation under

the condition without main injection.

Fig. 14 Comparison of CO distribution between results of

CO-LIF imaging and results of simulation under

low-load conditions.



conditions, however, the amount of fuel in the main

injection is so small that gaps arise between the

adjacent main flames, as shown by the direct

photography. As a result, the CO gas clouds emitted

from the pilot flames and existing in the gaps between

the high-temperature main flames cannot be oxidized.

In this study, we used CO-LIF imaging to visualize this

CO gas cloud which was not oxidized by the main

flames.

6. Conclusion

We have developed a new generation of optically

accessible single-cylinder engines. The new design

extends the operating range of optically accessible

engines to high-speed and high-load conditions, which

makes in-cylinder imaging analysis possible over the

entire operating range of the actual engines. 

The main issue occurring at high speeds was the

vibration caused by the effect of the inertia force on

the heavily weighted elongated piston. To compensate

for the fact that the inertia force on the elongated piston

increases with the square of the engine speed, a

vertically opposed perfect balance system was devised.

This system has two opposing sub-cylinders arranged

in front of and behind the main cylinder with a weight

ratio of “1:2:1.” This extends the operating range of

the SI engine version up to speeds of 6000 rpm. 

The development target of the CI engine version was

to extend the operating range to high loads, and

specifically a maximum in-cylinder pressure of

20 MPa. The designs of the elongated piston and the

45 degree mirror were improved and an egg-shaped

opening was devised to alleviate the stress

concentrations. 

Using the SI version, flame observations of DISI

combustion, as observed from the side and from below,

were performed at an engine speed of 5000 rpm. The

uniformity of the flame propagation was clearly visible

in the bottom-view photographs.

We measured the in-cylinder CO distribution in a

diesel engine by means of two-photon excitation LIF

using the CI engine version, in order to analyze the CO

emission sources in diesel combustion with multiple

injections. Then, the accuracy of the numerical

simulation was verified by comparing the simulation

results with the values obtained by CO-LIF imaging.

We analyzed the CO emission sources in diesel

combustion by using both in-cylinder CO imaging and

numerical simulation.
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